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A pair of commuting contractions on a Hilbert space has in general many non-
isomorphic minimal unitary dilations. We show that there is a ‘‘distinguished’’ one.
This can be viewed in many respects as an analogue of the central intertwining
lifting in the family of all intertwining liftings of a contraction.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose H is a Hilbert space, while S, T are two commuting contractions
on H. A celebrated theorem of Ando [1] states the existence of a larger
Hilbert space K#H and of two unitary operators U, V on K with the
property that for any s, t0 we have
PHUsVt | H=S sTt.
It is natural to assume also the minimality condition K=s, t # Z UsVtH;
such a triple (K, U, V ) will be called an Ando dilation of (S, T ). However,
in contrast to the case of a single contraction, the minimality condition
does not yield uniqueness up to unitary equivalence, and the general
description of all unitary dilations of a given pair of contractions is far
from achieved (see some partial results in [6]).
The main purpose of this paper is to prove that even in this situation it
is possible to single out a distinguished dilation, which plays among all
minimal unitary dilations a role similar to the central lifting in the family
of all intertwining liftings of a contraction. The central intertwining lifting
has been introduced in a particular case by Dym and Gohberg in [8] and
studied in the general operatorial frame by Constantinescu in [7]. It
has been consequently found that this plays an important role in the
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applications of operator theory to control systems, where it is usually
connected to a principle of maximum entropy; for all of these developments,
see [10] and the references within.
It seems therefore interesting to obtain partly analogous results in the
case of Ando dilations. Although, in contrast to the intertwining lifting
theory, there does not exist a convenient labeling of all solutions, the
distinguished lifting that we call central is obtained by a natural construction
based on the intertwining lifting proof of Ando’s theorem ([9, 11]).
Further, we believe that the technique used in the proof, which is to establish
certain orthogonality properties in the space of the dilation, sheds some
light on the geometry of the dilation space as well on that of the central
intertwining lifting (see Section 4 below). To simplify the exposure,
intermediate results will be stated separately; some of them present an
independent interest.
If (K, U, V ) is an Ando dilation of (S, T ), we may identify inside K
certain familiar subspaces. Firstly, if K=n # Z UnH, then obviously U | K
is a minimal unitary dilation of S, which is known to be unique up to
unitary equivalence. Also, if K+=n0 U nH, then U | K+ is the minimal
isometric dilation of S. Actually, K contains other ‘‘copies’’ of K and K+,
namely the spaces UsVtK for different integer values of s, t; we have then
to embed H in UsV tK by the map h [ UsVth. We will return to these
embeddings in Section 5.
Secondly, consider the operator B # L(K+), defined by
B=PK+ V | K+. (1.1)
It is easily checked [5] that B is an intertwining lifting of T, considered as
a contraction on H which intertwines S with itself. According to the
terminology in [6], the dilation (U, V ) is said to cross through B. In the
general situation there are several unitary dilations (U, V ) which cross
through the same lifting B (see [5, 6]). There exists, among them, a
distinguished one which has the special property that V | t0 VtK+ is the
minimal isometric dilation of B, while U is the unique extension of U | K
which commutes with V. Again, we may translate K+ and K by different
integer powers of U and V.
This connection between Ando’s theorem and intertwining liftings was
first noted in [11]. We may also reverse the procedure: Starting with any
intertwining lifting B of T, it is possible to construct the distinguished
isometric dilation that crosses through B. At this point we should note (see
[6]) that in general the construction which appears in the original proof
of Ando [1] does not yield a distinguished dilation.
All the above constructions are highly asymmetric in S and T; similar
considerations apply therefore by interchanging their roles.
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Suppose now that B has been chosen to be the central intertwining lifting
of T, and let us denote the distinguished isometric dilation that crosses
through it by (Kc, Uc, V c). Interchanging the roles of S and T, if B is the
central intertwining lifting of S, denote by (K c, U c, V c) the distinguished
isometric dilation that crosses through B . Our main result (Theorem 6.4) is
that these two Ando dilations are in fact unitarily equivalent. In view of the
asymmetry of the two constructions, this fact is far from obvious. It allows
us to single out a particular Ando dilation which deserves the name of
central.
There are several similarities with the central intertwining lifting of a
contraction. On the way of proving the main theorem, the orthogonality
relations obtained lead to a maximum principle characterizing the central
Ando dilation which extends the maximum entropy characterization of the
central intertwining lifting (as developed in [10]).
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 recapitulates some simple,
but useful facts related to the geometry of the subspaces of a Hilbert space.
In Sections 3 and 4 we develop the orthogonality properties we need, first
in the case of a single contraction and its minimal unitary dilation, then for
the central intertwining lifting. Section 5 contains a uniqueness result which
will be used subsequently in Sections 6 (the main theorem) and 7 (the
maximum principle).
We will always use the notation PE for the orthogonal projection onto
the closed subspace E.
2. A FEW SIMPLE RESULTS
Lemma 2.1. Let H be a Hilbert space, and H1 , H$, H" closed subspaces
in H, such that H$H". Denote
G$=(H1 6 H$)H$, G"=(H1 6 H")H".
Then for every x # H1 ,
&PG$x&&PG" x&.
Moreover, the relation becomes an equality if and only if G$ = H".
Proof. If x # H1 , then
&PG$x&2=&PH1 6 H$x&
2&&PH$x&2=&x&2&&PH$x&2
&x&2&&PH"x&2=&PG"x&2
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Obviously the inequality becomes an equality if and only if &PH$x&=
&PH"x& for every x # H1 . In other words, H1 = H"H$, which is equiv-
alent to H1 6 H$ = H"H$, or to G$=(H1 6 H$)H$ = H"H$. Since
G$ = H$ by definition, the last relation is equivalent to G$ = H". K
Spaces as G$ or G" in the above statement will often appear in the
following context. Let E, F, H be Hilbert spaces, H1 /H a closed subspace,
8 : E  H and 9 : F  H two isometries; we will often deal with relations
of the type
9*8=9*P18,
where P1 is the orthogonal projection onto H1 . This is actually a hidden
orthogonality property, indicating the relative positions of the subspaces
H1 , 8(E ), and 9(F ). Indeed it is easy to see that it is equivalent to any of
the following relations:
(8(E ) 6 H1)H1 = 9(F ),
(9(F ) 6 H1)H1 = 8(E ),
(8(E ) 6 H1)H1 = (9(F ) 6 H1)H1 .
In this context we may state a useful lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose H1 /H, 8 : E  H and 9@ : F@  H (@ # I ) are
isometries. If for every @ # I we have
9@*8=9 @*P18,
then
P2P18=P28,
where P2 is the orthogonal projection onto H2=i # I 9@(F@).
Proof. From the hypothesis, for every @ # I, x@ # F@ and y # E
(9@ x@ , 8y)=(9@ x@ , P18y).
Thus
(z, 8y)=(z, P18y)
for every z # H2 , which is equivalent to P2 P18=P28. K
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Finally, it is well known (e.g. [9, VII.7.1]) that, if C : H  H$ is any
contraction, then H and H$ can be embedded in a larger space H 6 C H$,
uniquely determined up to an isomorphism by the minimality condition,
such that C=PH$ | H. A convenient description is H 6 C H$=H$DC , via
the embeddings:
x [ CxDC x (x # H), x$ [ x$0 (x$ # H$), (2.1)
where DC=(I&C*C)12 and DC=DC H.
3. THE UNITARY DILATION OF A CONTRACTION
The simplest orthogonality relation that we need refers to the dilation
theory of a single contraction. Let T # L(H) be a contraction and V its
minimal unitary dilation acting on K. Then ([12, 13]) H is a semi-
invariant subspace for V; that is, H=K1 K2 , with VKj /Kj .
Define 8j : H  K ( j # Z) by the formulas 8j (x)=V jx (x # H), and
Hj=8j H. Obviously each 8j is isometric and K= j # Z Hj .
Lemma 3.1. If lk&1, then 8*k8l=8*kPHk&1 8l .
Proof. It follows from the observation before Lemma 2.2 that, to prove
the lemma, it is enough to show that
(Hk&1 6 Hk)Hk&1 = Hl ,
or, equivalently
(Hs+1 6 Hs)Hs = H0 for s0.
Now, (Hs+1 6 Hs)Hs=Vs((H1 6 H0)H0). But (H1 6 H0)H0 /
K1 H0=K2 , and therefore also Vs((H1 6 H0)H0)/K2 which is
invariant to V ). Since K2 = H0 , the lemma is proved. K
4. THE CENTRAL INTERTWINING LIFTING
We will now develop the relevant orthogonality properties that charac-
terize the central intertwining lifting. According to formula (1.1), the liftings
of interest appear as projections from one subspace of K onto another.
This is usually known as the coupling approach to the intertwining lifting
theorem (see [2] or [9, VII]). We collect a few facts that will be used in
the sequel; references are [2], [4], and [7].
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It is customary to consider first a particular case (to which the general
is easily reduced, as will be shown below). That is, instead of general
contractions, take U # L(K), U$ # L(K$), such that U and U$* are
isometries. If A # L(K, K$) is a contraction which satisfies AU=U$A, we
will consider the space M0=K6 A K$. We define in M0 the partial isometry
W0 with initial space L$0=U$*K$ 6 K and range space L0=K$ 6 UK,
which acts on a dense set according to the formula W0(U$*x$+x)=
x$+Ux. In [2] it is shown that there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between all intertwining liftings B of A and all classes of non-equivalent
minimal unitary extensions W of W0 to a space M$M0 . The minimality
means that M=n # Z WnM0 . Inside any such space M we may consider
the subspaces
K = 
n # Z
WnK= 
n0
WnK,
K $= 
n # Z
WnK$= 
n0
WnK$.
These two subspaces can be identified with the spaces of the minimal
unitary dilation of U and U$ respectively. Then the formula that yields the
correspondence is
B=PK $ | K.
In this context one can obtain also an immediate interpretation of the
central intertwining lifting. Namely, Theorem 7.2 from [4] states that B is
the central intertwining lifting of A if and only if W is the minimal unitary
dilation of W0 . A corollary of this result allows us to single out the central
intertwining lifting by means of its orthogonality properties.
Proposition 4.1. B is the central lifting of A if and only if in M we have
G=M0 L0 = K $.
Proof. Let us denote M+=n0 WnM0 , W+=W | M+ ; W+ is an
isometry. If B is the central lifting, then W+ is the minimal isometric
dilation of W0 . Obviously G=DW
0
* ; by the general structure of the
isometric dilation ([13, Chapter II), DW
0
* = W p+ M0 for any p1. But
W p+M0 $W p+K$; since p0 W p+K$=K $, it follows that G = K $.
Conversely, suppose G = K $. On the other hand, G = UK$U pK=W pK
for any p1 (since U is an isometry). Consequently, G = W pM0 for any
p1. Since W+ is an isometry,
W+(M+ L$0)M+ W+L$0=M+ L0=G (M0 M0).
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It follows then that W+(M+ L$0)M+ M0 . This last relation implies
that W0=PM0 W+ | M0 and M0 is a semi-invariant subspace for W+;
therefore W+ is the minimal isometric dilation of W0 . By the quoted result,
B is then the central lifting of A. K
Proposition 4.1 is actually another form of the maximum principle of the
intertwining lifting theorem as stated in [10], Theorem 2.1. Indeed, let us
apply Lemma 2.1, with the following assumptions: H=M, H1=K,
H$=L0=K$ 6 UK and H"=K $ 6 UK. Then G$=G=M0 L0 , while
G"=(K $ 6 K ) (K $ 6 UK )=M+  (K $ 6 UK ). We obtain then that for
any x # K
&PG x&&PG"x&. (4.1)
and, moreover, B is the central intertwining lifting if and only if we have
equality for each x # K. We may then apply formula (2.1) to obtain
M0=K$DA , M+=K $DB
Since G = K$ and G" = K $, formula (4.1) may be written as
&PG DA x&2&PG"DBx&2.
We have thus obtained the following result.
Proposition 4.2. With the above notation,
DAPG DADBPG"DB ,
(both operators being defined on K ). Moreover, equality holds if and only if
B is the central intertwining lifting of A.
This is in fact Theorem 2.1 of [10], modulo an identification of G and
G" which will be done later (following formula (4.5)). Another consequence
of Proposition 4.1 may be given in a form similar to that of Lemma 3.1.
Suppose B is an intertwining lifting of A, and W # L(M) is the corresponding
unitary extension. Define, for any k # Z, the isometries 8k : K  M,
8$k : K$  M by the formulas
8k(x)=Wkx for x # KM
8$k(x$)=Wkx$ for x$ # K$M.
Corollary 4.3. B is the central intertwining lifting of A if and only if
for every l0
8$l*80=8$l*PL0 80 . (4.2)
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Proof. Formulae (4.2) may be written as
(Wlx$, x) =(W$x$, PL0 x) for every x # K, x$ # K$, l0.
Since l0 WlK$=K $, this is equivalent to
(x~ $, x&PL0 x)=0 for every x # K, x~ $ # K $.
The last relation shows that PG K = K $. PGK is dense in G (if y # G, then
y = K$ by the definition of G; then, if y = K also, we must have y=0, since
G/M0=K6 K$); therefore G = K $. This, by Proposition 4.1 is equivalent
to B being the central intertwining lifting of A. K
Let us now consider the general case of an intertwining lifting. Suppose
that T # L(H ), T $ # L(H$), A0 : H  H$ are contractions satisfying A0 T=
T $A0 . We may get back to the preceding context by considering the minimal
isometric dilations U # L(K ), U$* # L(K$) of T and T $* respectively. The
intertwining operator A: K  K$ is defined as A=A0PH . Then (see [9])
the spaces of the unitary dilations of T and U coincide, the same is true
about the spaces of the unitary dilations of T $ and U$, and the intertwining
liftings of A0 coincide with those of A. Also, since HK and H$K$, the
spaces H and H$ are both included in M0=K$ 6 A K. The definition of A
implies easily the following orthogonality relations
KH = K$, K$H$ = K. (4.3)
We have then
M0=K 6 K$=(K$H$) (H$ 6 H6 UH ) (K (H 6 UH )).
Since UK$K (H 6 UH ), UK 6 K$=(K$H$) (H$ 6 UH ) (K
(H 6 UH )), it follows that
G=(K 6 K$) (UK 6 K$)=(H$6 H 6 UH ) (H$ 6 UH ). (4.4)
As in [2, III] we may give a concrete formula for these spaces, making
the connection with the approach in [9]. According to (2.1), H 6 UH=
HDT , identifying Ux with TxDTx. On the other hand, H 6 H$=
DA H$, where x # H is identified with DA xAx. Since we have, by (4.3),
(H$ 6 H )H = (H 6 UH )H, it follows from (4.4) that
G=(H$ ((H 6 H$)H$) ((H 6 UH )H )) (H$ 6 UH )
=(((H 6 H$)H$) ((H 6 UH)H))Q(UH),
where Q is the orthogonal projection onto ((H 6 H$)H$)
((H 6 UH )H ). The above identifications give (H 6 H$)H$=DA ,
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(H 6 UH )H=DT , while Q(UH ) is spanned by [DATxDTx | x # H].
We have thus obtained the ‘‘classical’’ formula for G (see [3, 9]):
G=(DA DT) [DA TxDTx | x # H]. (4.5)
This allows us to identify G and G" in Proposition 4.2 as G=DA 
[DATx | x # H] and G"=DB [DBTx | x # H] (recall that T is an
isometry in Proposition 4.2). We have thus recaptured Theorem 2.1 of
[10]. Note also, for further reference, that
H$ 6 H 6 UH=H$DA DT . (4.6)
Finally, the orthogonality relations that we need are obtained as a conse-
quence of Corollary 4.3.
Corollary 4.4. With the above notations, B is the central intertwining
lifting of A0 if and only if for every l0 we have
8$l*80=8$l*PE80 (4.7)
where EM is defined by E=UH 6 H$.
Proof. According to formula (4.3), we may write
L0=E (K$H$) (UKUH).
Also by (4.3), we have H=80H = (K$H$), while the invariance of
(UKUH ) with respect to U implies that H = (UKUH ). Thus
PL0 80=PE80
and Corollary 4.4 is then a consequence of Corollary 4.3. K
5. A UNIQUENESS RESULT
Suppose (K; U, V ) is a unitary Ando dilation of (S, T ). We have
K=s, t # Z UsVtH. We will introduce some notations. First, for s, t # Z
the isometry 8s, t : H  K will be given by the formula
8s, t(x)=UsVtx.
Then, for any subset F/Z_Z, define the subspace EF= (s, t) # F 8s, t H,
and let PF be the orthogonal projection of K onto EF .
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Consider now, for (s, t), (s$, t$) # Z_Z and x, y # H, the scalar product
(UsV tx, Us$Vt$y).
If ss$, tt$, we have
(UsV tx, Us$Vt$y)=(U s&s$Vt&t$x, y)=(S s&s$Tt&t$x, y) ,
and the scalar product does not depend on the chosen Ando dilation.
A similar argument applies in the case ss$, tt$. Thus, in these cases the
map 8*s, t 8s$, t$ is determined by the original contractions S and T. This is
no more the case in the remaining situations, when the pairs (s, s$) and
(t, t$) have opposite orderings. Consider then, to fix the ideas, that ss$,
tt$. Define the subset 1/Z_Z by
1=1(s, t), (s$, t$)
=[( j, k) # Z_Z | s$ js, tkt$]"[(s, t), (s$, t$)]. (5.1)
We will prove now a basic uniqueness result that will be used in the
following sections; note that the statement does not yet imply anything
about the existence of an Ando dilation with the required properties.
Proposition 5.1. There exists (up to unitary equivalence) at most one
Ando dilation of (S, T ), for which, whenever ss$, tt$, and 1 is defined by
(5.1), we have
8*s, t8s$, t$=8*s, tP18s$, t$ . (5.2)
Proof. Let (U, V, K) and (U , V , K ) be two Ando dilations that
satisfy (5.2). We will use the analogous notations: 8 s, t(x)=U sV tx, E F=
(s, t) # F 8 s, t H, and P F will be the orthogonal projection of K onto E F .
We have to prove that the formula
0(UsVtx)=U sV tx, x # H (5.3)
can be extended to a unitary operator from K to K . This is equivalent to
show that for every s, t, s$, t$ # Z and every x, y # H,
(UsVtx, Us$Vt$y)=(U sV tx, U s$V t$y). (5.4)
As noticed at the beginning of this section, this is always true if the pairs
(s, s$) and (t, t$) have the same ordering. It is then enough to consider
ss$, tt$. (Indeed, if ss$ and tt$, we will consider (UsVtx, U s$Vt$y)
instead.) We will prove (5.4) by induction on n=s+t$&s$&t. It is
obviously true for n=0; let us then suppose that it is true up to n&1.
10 LI AND TIMOTIN
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Fix then s0 , s$0 , t0 , t$0 such that n=s0+t$0&s$0&t0 . Define the following
subsets of Z_Z: R=[( j, k) | s$0 js0 , t0kt$0], 11=R"[(s0 , t0)],
12=R"[(s$0 , t$0)], 10=1(s0, t0), (s$0 , t$0)=R"[(s0 , t0), (s$0 , t$0)]. We claim that
the induction hypothesis implies that formula (5.3) defines operators
0i=0 | E1i  E 1i (i=0, 1, 2) that are unitary. This is equivalent to check
that relation (5.4) is true whenever (s, t), (s$, t$) # 1i . As remarked above,
(5.4) is trivially true when s&s$ and t&t$ have the same sign; if this is not
the case, the condition (s, t), (s$, t$) # 1i implies that s+t$&s$&tn&1.
Moreover, E10 E11 , E10 E12 , and it is immediate that 01 | E10=
02 | E10=00 . We also have, as operators from E11 to E11 ,
01 P10=P 10 01 . (5.5)
Take then x, y # H; we use (5.2) for the two dilations and (5.5) to obtain
(U s0Vt0x, Us$0Vt$0y) =(Us0Vt0x, P10 U
s$0Vt$0y)
=(01Us0Vt0x, 01P10 U
s$0Vt$0y)
=(U s0 V t0x, 01 P10 U
s$0Vt$0y)
=(U s0V t0x, P 10 01U
s$0Vt$0y)
=(U s0V t0x, P 10 U
s$0V t$0y)
=(U sV tx, U s$0V t$0y) .
The proposition is proved. K
6. THE CENTRAL ANDO DILATION
Let us recall some notations. Suppose that, as in Section 1, S, T are
two commuting contractions acting on the Hilbert space H. We will be
interested in the two Ando dilations of the pair (S, T) obtained as follows.
Consider first T as a contraction on H intertwining S with itself. Let B be
its central intertwining lifting and (K, U, V ) be the distinguished Ando
dilation that crosses through B. On the other hand, we may also take S as
a contraction on H intertwining T with itself, and denote with B its central
intertwining lifting. Then (K , U , V ) will be the distinguished Ando dilation
which crosses through B . Our purpose is to prove that these two Ando
dilations are unitarily equivalent. We will show that both satisfy the
hypothesis of Proposition 5.1, and thus be able to apply the uniqueness
result obtained there.
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In the sequel 8s, t , EF , and PF will have the same meaning as in the proof
of Proposition 5.1 (with respect to the Ando dilation (K, U, V )). Let
s, s$, t, t$ # Z satisfy the relations ss$, tt$.
Lemma 6.1. If :=[(s, t&1), (s+1, t)], ;=([s, s+1, ...]_[t&1, t])"
[(s, t)], then for any ( p, r) # ;
8*p, r8s, t=8*p, rP: 8s, t . (6.1)
Proof. Apply Corollary 4.4 to the case H=8s, t H, H$=8s, t&1 H,
A0=PH$ | H, K=ks 8k, tH, K$=ks 8k, t&1H. It follows that for
any ls
8*l, t&1 8s, t=8*l, t&1P:8s, t .
On the other hand, applying Lemma 3.1 to U | K, which is the minimal
unitary dilation of 8s, tS8*s, t , we obtain that for any ls+1
8*l, t8s, t=8*l, t P[(s+1, t)]8s, t .
But formula (4.3) implies in this context that for ls+1
8s, t&1H = (I&P[(s+1, t)]) 8l, t H
and thus
P[(s+1, t)]8l, t=P: 8l, t .
Therefore
8*l, t8s, t=8*l, tP:8s, t .
The lemma is thus completely proved. K
The result of the lemma can be stated in an alternate form. Applying
Lemma 2.2 with 8=8s, t and I=;, and using the relation P;P:=P: , we
obtain
P;8s, t=P:8s, t . (6.2)
Lemma 6.2. Relation (6.1) is true for any pair ( p, r) with ps and rt,
except (s, t).
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Proof. As noted in the introduction, V | s0, t # Z U sVtH is the mini-
mal unitary dilation of B. Apply Lemma 3.1 to these operators. It follows
in particular that for any r, rt&1 and p, l0,
8*p, r8l, t=8*p, r PN_(t&1) 8l, t (6.3)
On the other hand, we obviously have
8*p, r8l, t&1=8*p, rPN_(t&1) 8l, t&1 .
We may apply Lemma 2.2 for I=; to obtain
8*p, rP;=8*p, rPN_(k&1)P;=8*p, r PN_(k&1) .
Then, using (6.3),
8*p, r8l, t=8*p, r P;8l, t .
In particular,
8*p, r8s, t=8*p, rP;8s, t .
Applying relation (6.2) finishes the proof for the case rt&1. For r=t,
ps+1 the statement follows immediately by multiplying (6.2) on the left
with 8*p, t . K
Lemma 6.3. Suppose ss$, tt$ and 1 is defined by (5.1). The Ando
dilation (K, U, V) satisfies relation (5.2).
Proof. Lemma 2.2 (with I=1 ) and Lemma 6.2 imply that
P18s, t=P1P: 8s, t=P:8s, t .
From (6.1) we have then for any ( p, r) with ps, rt (except possibly
(s, t))
8*p, r8s, t=8*p, rP18s, t .
In particular, the relation is true for p=s$, r=t$; the lemma is proved. K
We may now prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 6.4. The two Ando dilations (K, U, V) and (K , U , V ) are
unitarily equivalent.
Proof. Suppose ss$, tt$. We already know, by Lemma 6.3, that
(K, U, V ) satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 5.1. But (K , U , V ) is
obtained in a similar manner, by interchanging the roles of S and T; it is
then immediate that it also satisfies relation (5.2), which is symmetric with
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respect to this transformation. The uniqueness result of Proposition 5.1
proves then the theorem. K
Theorem 6.4 allows us to speak about the central Ando dilation; it is
represented by either (K, U, V ) or (K , U , V ), and it is the unique Ando
dilation which satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 5.1. In the sequel
when we say that an Ando dilation is the central one, we mean that it is
unitarily equivalent to either one of the above Ando dilations.
7. THE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE
The maximum principle that is satisfied by the central Ando dilation is
suggested by the results in Section 4. Consider x # HK. As noted at the
beginning of Section 6, for any y # H and (s, t) # N_N we have
(x, UsVty) =(x, S sTty)
and
(x, U &sV&ty) =(S sTtx, y) .
On the other hand, if (s, t) # Z_Z"((N_N _ (&(N_N))), then
(s, UsV ty) is generally not determined by S and T. We will use the notation
of the previous section; moreover, denote 2=N_(&N), 2*=N_(&N)"
[(0, 0)], $=[(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, &1)], $*=[(1, 0), (0, &1)].
Proposition 7.1. Let (K, U, V) be an Ando dilation of (S, T ). Then
(U, V ) is the central Ando dilation of (S, T ) if and only if
(E$)E$* = E2* . (7.1)
Proof. If (K, U, V ) is the central Ando dilation, then formula (7.1) is
a consequence of Lemma 6.2. Conversely, suppose (7.1) is true. This
implies in particular, that for any s$0, t$0, we have E$ E$* = E1 ,
where 1=1(0, 0), (s$, t$) is given by (5.1). Consequently, the dilation satisfies
(5.2) for s=t=0. By applying U and V to different powers, it follows
then (5.2) is fulfilled; consequently, (K, U, V ) has to be the central Ando
dilation. K
Let us denote then G0=E$ E$* , G=E2 E2* . We may now obtain a
maximum principle by using Lemma 2.1.
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Theorem 7.2. For any Ando dilation (K, U, V ) of the pair S, T we have
PH PG0 | HPHPG | H. (7.2)
Equality is true if and only if (K, U, V ) is the central Ando dilation.
Proof. Note that the two sides of (7.2) represent positive operators on
H; this becomes obvious if we write
PH PG0 | H=8*0, 0PG080, 0
and
PH PG | H=8*0, 0PG80, 0 .
Equation (7.2) is equivalent to assuming that for any x # H we have
&PG0 x&&PG x&. (7.3)
This follows by applying Lemma 2.1 to the case H=K, H1=H, H$=E$* ,
H"=E2* . The equality case is a consequence of Proposition 7.1. K
Theorem 7.2 can easily be compared to Theorem 2.1 of [10] (or to our
Proposition 4.2, for that matter). It is important to note that the first term
in inequalities (7.2) and (7.3) depends only on the pair (S, T). Indeed,
applying formulas (4.5) and (4.6) to the case H=H=80, 0H,
H$=80, &1H, UH=UH=81, 0 H, it follows that we may represent G0 as
G0=(DT DS)[DTSxDSx | x # H],
obtaining
&PG0 x&=&PG0(DTx0)&.
Because of the symmetry between S and T (and, consequently, between
U and V ) we may give a symmetric form of the maximum principle.
Denote G$0=E&$ E&$* , G$=E&2 E&2* .
Theorem 7.3. For any Ando dilation (K, U, V ) of the pair S, T we have
(PHPG0+PHPG$0 | H(PH PG +PHPG$) | H. (7.4)
Equality is true if and only if (K, U, V ) is the central Ando dilation.
As above, we should note that all the operators in inequality (7.4) are
positive operators on H and that the left hand side depends only on the
pair (S, T ).
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